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The Manolo Blahnik Package: A Fashionable Experience
with Four Seasons Hotel Prague
Luxurious accommodation, access to unique exhibition of Manolo Blahnik's work and
more with  Four Seasons

July 27, 2017,  Prague, Czech Republic
 

  

As part of its partnership with the Manolo Blahnik exhibition at the Museum Kampa in Prague in August

2017,  Four Seasons Hotel Prague has created a special offer, the Manolo Blahnik Package, which gives

guests the opportunity to enter the remarkable creative world of one of the world’s most influential shoe

designers. In addition, AVA Spa is presenting a new foot treatment.

Shoe lovers can indulge their obsession for luxury shoes in a breath-taking experience in the City of

Hundred Spires. The Manolo Blahnik Package includes luxurious accommodation, daily American

breakfast for two and two tickets to the Manolo Blahnik exhibition. A print of a sketch of a Manolo Blahnik

shoe from a special collection created for the Czech exhibition is included as a memento (shown above).

The offer can be booked with rates starting at EUR 420 per night.

http://www.fourseasons.com/prague/
http://www.fourseasons.com/prague/offers/the-manolo-blahnik-package/
http://www.fourseasons.com/prague/accommodations/?c=t&_s_icmp=mmenu
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The exhibition, The Art of Shoes, is taking place at Kampa Museum until November 12, 2017 and will

feature not only 212 pairs of shoes, but also drawings revealing Blahnik’s inspiration. “The opportunity to

have an exhibition in Prague is very personal to me,” said Manolo Blahnik. “My dad was Czech, so I'm

looking forward to working with people who have the same roots as I do and draw from the same well of

inspiration.”

René Beauchamp, General Manager at  Four Seasons  Hotel Prague, comments: “We are delighted to

present a unique partnership with Manolo Blahnik on the occasion of the worldwide touring exhibition. As a

tribute to this world-famous designer of shoes with Czech roots, we have prepared a special accommodation

package accompanied by a foot treatment at our AVA Spa.”

AVA Spa at  Four Seasons  Hotel Prague presents a special foot treatment, Precious Feet. This spa

treatment is designed for feet skin regeneration and makes them feel lighter. A relaxing massage will relieve

stress and fatigue followed by rejuvenating nourishing care. A luxurious mask will leave feet skin perfectly

hydrated, supple and velvety for 24 hours. The treatment takes 35 minutes and costs CZK 3,800. As a

bonus, every client will receive a signed sketch of a shoe designed by Manolo Blahnik.
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